In a constantly changing environment the brain has to make sense of dynamic patterns of sensory input. These patterns can refer to stimuli with a complex and hierarchical structure which has to be inferred from the neural activity of sensory areas in the brain. Such areas were found to be locally recurrently structured as well as hierarchically organized within a given sensory domain. While there is a great body of work identifying neural representations of various sensory stimuli at different hierarchical levels, less is known about the nature of these representations. In this work, we propose a model that describes a way to encode and decode sensory stimuli based on the activity patterns of multiple, recurrently connected neural populations with different receptive fields. We demonstrate the ability of our model to learn and recognize complex, dynamic stimuli using birdsongs as exemplary data. These birdsongs can be described by a 2-level hierarchical structure, i.e. as sequences of syllables. Our model matches this hierarchy by learning single syllables on a first level and sequences of these syllables on a top level. Model performance on recognition tasks is investigated for an increasing number of syllables or songs to recognize and compared to state-of-the-art machine learning approaches. Finally, we discuss the implications of our model for the understanding of sensory pattern processing in the brain. We conclude that the employed encoding and decoding mechanisms might capture general computational principles of how the brain extracts relevant information from the activity of recurrently connected neural populations.
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satisfied by the membrane potential at the level of single neurons, it can be satisfied by 23 recurrent connections at the level of neural populations. We were particularly interested 24 in the question, whether it is possible to encode and decode multiple dynamic sensory 25 signals with a strongly simplified model of a recurrently connected neural circuit. More 26 specifically, we wanted to investigate whether dynamic signals, as they occur naturally, 27 can be learned by a recurrent neural network (RNN) with very simple neuron models.
28
The crucial task the model has to perform for this purpose, is to extract information 29 about the input to the RNN from its continuously changing activation patterns. This 30 involves observing the state dynamics of the network and detecting patterns in those 31 dynamics that are specific to a certain input signal. Once learned, we wanted to use 32 these representations for recognition of the respective sensory signals. A possible 33 mechanism for the recognition task is proposed by predictive coding theory [12] . It 34 states that internal representations are compared to current sensory input, resulting in a 35 difference signal [3] . This signal in turn is thought to be used to update internal beliefs 36 about which pattern the sensory input might belong to. Therefore, our model needs to 37 be able to both learn representations based on the activity patterns of an RNN and 38 compare already learned representations with the current state of the RNN. 39 Current advances in the field of reservoir computing provide the tools to build such 40 models. A reservoir is a randomly connected RNN that can be driven with some kind of 41 input pattern and trained to approximate and reproduce that pattern [22] . Each of its 42 neurons has a different, randomly initiated receptive field and a non-linear activation 43 function. In such a network, stimuli are encoded by the state of the whole network, or 44 by a series of states in the case of dynamic input patterns. Unfortunately, reservoirs 45 suffer from so called catastrophic forgetting, which refers to the inability of a single 46 reservoir to learn multiple patterns. However, a recent development by Herbert Jaeger 47 called conceptor can solve that problem [24] [6] . Many birdsongs show a hierarchical structure combining single syllables 74 to complex songs, thereby resembling human syntax [6] . Such a hierarchical structure 75 has also been found in the bird brain performing song generation [2] . More specifically, 76 high-level neurons encoding syllables fire in a certain sequence that refers to a song and 77 drive neurons on a lower level to initiate the respective motor output [38] [33] . Thus, a 78 hierarchically structured model performing recognition on the level of syllables and 79 songs seems plausible from both a biological and behavioral perspective. Moreover, 80 similar to early language acquisition in humans, song-learning in many bird species has 81 been shown to be error driven [5] . Therefore, song recognition and acquisition processes 82 driven by the similarity between sensory input and stored song representations are 83 readily motivated as underlying computational principles of auditory processing in the 84 bird brain. Birdsongs can be divided in two categories depending on their inherent 85 complexity. Some songs exhibit linear syntax structure, i.e. the song always consists of 86 the same sequence of syllables, whereas other songs show stochastic patterns with the 87 sequence of syllables changing between repetitions. Our study focuses on the linear song 88 syntax found in species like zebra finch and sparrow [36] , since it compares better to the 89 deterministic succession of syllables within words in human language. 
Architecture and Training

131
The main component of the syllable classification module is a small reservoir of 132 sigmoidal neurons, following the subsequent update equation:
In 1, x is the state vector of the reservoir, W is the internal connectivity matrix, W 
In 2, R corresponds to the correlation matrix of the j th syllable, expressing the 140 correlation of each reservoir unit and input dimension with each other over all training 141 samples, while I stands for the identity matrix. On top of that conceptor (which we will 142 from now on refer to as positive conceptor), we also calculated a preliminary negative 143 conceptor for each syllable, resembling all of the state space not occupied by the 144 positive conceptors of all other syllables. This was done using the logical operators for 145 conceptors defined in [23] . With both positive and negative preliminary conceptors at 146 hand, we employed the following equation to receive the final conceptors:
The purpose of 3 is to weave the aperture α into the conceptors, which controls how 148 strong the solution is pulled to the identity or to zero. A more detailed explanation of 149 the aperture and how to use it to adapt conceptors can be found in [23] . By the end of 150 this training procedure, each syllable was represented by its own positive conceptor and 151 the logical exclusion of all other syllables. 
Classifying Test Data
153
On testing time, separate test samples of each syllable were fed into the reservoir while 154 collecting its states. Subsequently, we computed the similarity between the collected 155 states x for one test sample and each of the conceptors the following way:
The outcome h is a vector containing an evidence value for each conceptor, expressing 157 the similarity between that conceptor and the testing sample that was fed into the 
Song Recognition Module
163
For song recognition we decided to use an adaptation to the Hierarchical Feature
164
Conceptor (HFC) architecture as proposed by Herbert Jaeger [23] . Similar to the 165 syllable classification module, a conceptor is learned for each song. However, the module 166 does not need to hear the whole song to provide evidences for which song it heard.
167
Instead, it assigns belief values to each learned song and updates them for every new 168 syllable that it receives as input. This update is based on the difference between the 169 network state observed after applying the input and each of the stored conceptors.
170
Another difference to the syllable classification module is the setup of reservoir and 171 conceptors. They follow an architecture which is called Random Feature Conceptor
172
(RFC) and has first been introduced by Herbert Jaeger [23] . This architecture is 173 visualized in the right box of figure 1. In the following, we will explain its sub-parts and 174 dynamics in more detail. 
Architecture and Training
176
The RFC is the main building block of the song recognition module. It is an attempt to 177 store conceptors in a more efficient and biologically plausible way by applying the
conceptors on the neurons of a network instead of their connections. This can be done 179 by introducing a second, larger reservoir z, whose states evolve in the following way:
In 5 diag refers to the mathematical operator that creates a matrix with the elements of 181 its input vector on the diagonal and zeros on off-diagonal elements. Thus, every row of 182 F is weighted by the respective entry in the conceptor c(n), with F being a random 183 matrix mapping the states from the smaller reservoir r(n) to z. The dynamics of r are 184 described by:
As one can see, 6 is nearly identical to 1 except for the dependency on its own states 186 from the previous time step, which is replaced by a dependency on z. G is again a 187 random matrix, mapping from z to r. according to the following stochastic gradient descent online adaption rule
with λ being the step size and α the aperture. In this case, the aperture determines how 196 strong the conceptor should be able to change in the presence of new information stored 197 in the current state vector z. For a more detailed analysis of these dynamics, we refer into reservoir r for a certain training period during which 7 should converge. After this 201 was done for all songs, we trained read-out weights for r using Ridge regression over all 202 training patterns [20] . This method chooses the weight for each unit in r such that it 203 minimizes the L2 norm of the weights and the sum of the squared residuals between the 204 read-out and the input to r. The same method was used to update G, changing the 205 internal weights of the mapping from z to r such that z is capable of resembling the 206 input r has received during training. This gave us the final RFC which we then used for 207 song recognition. 
Classifying Test Data
209
Song recognition was performed on the timescale of single syllables. More specifically, at 210 every time step a syllable was fed into the network, which returned a belief value for 211 each known pattern, thus performing online song recognition. Thereby, the belief values 212 refer to the weights γ assigned to each previously trained conceptor. These weights were 213 used to calculate a weighted sum of all trained conceptors, which was then applied to z 214 the same way as the conceptor c in 5. They were updated at each point in time 215 according to
In 8 η is the learning rate, m is the number of patterns stored in the RFC and P is a 217 matrix with a conceptor in each column. Thus, the change of γ is a function of the 218 input to z, i.e. it is related to the difference between the weighted sum of the stored represented the evidence for that syllable being the input at that particular time-step. 267 A noise free syllable representation would thus be a vector with all entries being 0 268 except the one of the syllable currently being input, which would be a 1. These syllable 269 vectors were then used as input s to the song recognition module as in 6. 
Results
271
The following paragraphs describe how well our model performs on the tasks it was 272 trained on. 
Song Recognition
324
The performance of our song recognition module was also investigated for an increasing 325 number of songs. However, within the full model the module will have to learn and and used a winner-takes-it-all transform on those to arrive at a song classification.
349
Performance was then measured as the fraction of correct classifications over the entire 350 test data set. Each combination of song number and signal-to-noise ratio was tested 10 351 important to notice that it was trained on noise-free training data, while we added noise 359 to the training data of the GRU to improve its performance. This training data noise 360 was in the range of the noise used for the testing data. We do recognize that increasing 361 the amount of training data could have improved the performance of the GRU classifier. 362 However, since both methods are supervised and we already allowed the GRU to see 
Combined Model
368
In a final step, we investigated whether the song recognition module is able to learn and 369 recognize songs based purely on the syllable evidences provided by the syllable 370 classification module. Again, we tested the performance for up to 7 songs drawn 371 randomly from the 20 synthetic songs described above. The syllable classifier was 372 trained on all syllables used for the songs of a respective run. Afterwards, we created a 373 training and a test data set consisting of multiple repetitions of the randomly drawn 374 songs. The training data consisted of around 400 repetitions of each song, while the test 375 data consisted of a total of 100 song repetitions. We then drew a random wave sample 376 for each syllable in training and test data, using different sets of samples for the both. 377 Subsequently, we ran these data through the syllable classifier and stored the resulting 378 it can fail to capture the subspace of the RNN state space which the RNN visited for a 481 certain input pattern. This is not a problem for the presented recognition task, as once 482 a correct conceptor is learned for every pattern, the network performance is stable.
483
Unfortunately, the probability of at least one pattern not being learned correctly 484 increases with the number of overall patterns to learn. Therefore, given limited training 485 data and computational capacities, testing recognition performance for more than 7
486
songs was unfeasible for us. To resolve that issue in a satisfactory manner, more work 487 has to be invested in stabilizing the RFC architecture. One possible direction of 488 research could be, to extend conceptors to other dimensionality reduction mechanisms 489 apart from the one currently employed in conceptor learning.
490
Due to that limitation of the RFC we used a more simplified architecture for syllable 491 classification, which allowed us to use a bigger set of syllables to construct our songs 492 from. While the conceptors within this simplified architecture cannot serve as 493 generative models, they still allow for using the logical operations AN D OR and N OT 494 on them. Thus, we were able to calculate negative conceptors for each syllable, performance significantly. Integrating these logical operations into an online recognition 499 process such as the song recognition on the top level would in theory be possible as well. 500 However, one would have to integrate both positive and negative conceptor into a single 501 one in order to use the update scheme for the belief values in the way it is laid out in 502 this paper. Importantly, the simplified architecture of the syllable classifier sufficed to 503 demonstrate that an abstract spectral representation of highly variable sound patterns 504 such as bird calls is sufficient to learn and recognize those syllables. This is in line with 505 experimental evidence suggesting that mental representations are typically 506 under-specified and abstract, making them more robust to noise [11] .
507
In summary, we put forth a hierarchical model of RNNs which is able to recognize 508 non-stochastic birdsongs online. However, the mechanisms used in the model are in 509 principle not specific to that one task or domain. Every dynamic pattern of similar 510 length and dimensionality could be learned and recognized by such an architecture.
511
Thereby, the complexity of the hierarchy of the input could be met by a suitable 512 amount of hierarchical levels in the model. Our model suggests a general principle of 513 how the activity pattern of a population of neurons with different receptive fields could 514 be used to encode and decode information about and from the environment. Moreover, 515 it shows how these principles could be implemented in a hierarchically organized neural 516 circuit performing recognition tasks, though they could even be used in a similar fashion 517 to perform pattern generation tasks. 
